
INTRODUCTION

The quantum computers in the case of
practical realization can outreach from the best
modern computers, in quantum world there are
phenomena  in a different and amazing kink and
so using them in making quantum computers for
the process of information is suitable . Engineers
that design the quantum computers and the experts
of mechanic quantum hope that use from one of
the most basic quantum theories principles for
design of system (machines) that are able to do
parallel computation concurrently, this
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ABSTRACT

In regard to the important of qubits role and quantum gate in quantum computers, in this
article we will consider to the qubit structure and quantum gate on the basis of theory and quantum
principles and in various from we will show the qubit and quantum gate (quantum operator). Finally
we will express cloning theorem the quantum computers by binary gate.
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computations provide the possibility of easy and
logical solution of some of the problem that are
insoluble in classical computers and also this
computations provide the extant difficulty in ground
of cry photography.

The memory of a quantum computer is
quantum states, quantum computers are mode from
qubit .qubit can have zero bit and one bit
concurrently i.e. they are equality with superposition
of classical bits. So quantum states can be consider
as quantum computer bits .in regard to that quantum
states are mode from phenomena of quantum
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mechanics ,so computation of quantum computers
are found on the base of physics process and
quantum principles.

Qubit is the smallest part of a system
(memory unit) in quantum computers that is analog
bit in classical computers. Each quantum state that
is super position of |0> and | 1 >  states can be
consider as qbit, in math language we have:

 ...(1)

In regard to the condition of norm there
are number of infinity amounts for ,and infinity
concurrently state for qubit . The main works of
quantum computers are in a way that processes
concurrently the qubits that are include infinity state.
In the base on basic principles of quantum
mechanics theory , a qubit can has zero state and
one state concurrently , so it is possible that a qubit
take a part in more them one computation instantly,
because of this the quantum computers are able to
do a lot of parallel computation .

Bolch sphere representation
Bolch used from a sphere with unit rudius

that are shown the angle points on sphere .opposite
figure and the following connection are know as
bolch sphere representation.

...(2)

Qubits representation to the form of matrix:
Also qubits can be expressed to the form

of matrix. 1, 2
Signal qubit:

  ...(3-5)

If two qubit place beside each other , i.e.
correlation between the first and the second qubit
come into existence , with application of tensor
multiplication between them it'd matrix
representation will be obtained.

Binary qubits

...(6-7)

Ternaryqubit

...(8)

Gate
Process or bit transmission or qubit are

shown by gate.

Classical gates
The first discussion of the classical

computers (classical computation) is the process
or classical bit conversion. The only main elements
of this classical process of bits are gates. A processor
of new electronic computer includes hundreds and
millions of gate, and each gate do the process proper
to itself.

Quantum gate
The quantum gates are convertor of

quantum bits , similar to classical gate that change
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the classical bits , with this difference that the
quantum gate always are reversible 3.

Dynamics
Time and place evolution (transmission,

rotation) in quantum system are described
according to the laws of quantum mechanics by
unitary operators.

Unitary operator of rotation of circumaxis z
Tilver extension of function of multivariable

can be expressed to the following form:

...(9)

Approximation of the first step of function
of system state in tilver collar is to the following
form :

...(10)

Besides, approximation  of the first step of
tilver extension of this unitary  operator is to the
following from :

...(11)

In hyzenberg figure it can be said :

   ...(12)

           ...(13)

So Jz  is fixed moving .rotation to the size
of  U(θ) and θ can be mode from n  infinitely small
rotation consecutive  U(ε) . That in here:

...(14)

...(15)

...(16)

...(17)

In total state :

Generators of rotation group in the lowest dimension

 Is to the following from :

...(18)

And in total group we have :

...(19)

(σi ispaoly matrix) 4,5
Unitary operator of time evolution:
The time evolution of quantum state , is a unitary
that is created by operator of self .adjoint H  that is
named system hamiltony . tilver extension of function

 with approximation of the first step

for the time of infinitely small  we have :

In regard to shruding are equation :

Because H operator is a hermit operator )( tHH  .

...(24)

While  H  is not connected to the time
obviously and the time evolution  U  in finite times  t
we have:

..(25)
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So each quantum gate has a unitary
operator  since unitary evolution is a reversible
evolution the quantum gate always are reversible.

...(27)

U is unitary operator i.e. don't change the
mass and length of the state : so the linear operator
and  U  unitary is described as a quantum gate that
can be applied on the main basis of single qubit

 and .

Contrary to the unitary evolution , the
measurement process is caused to collapse from
one state to another state (the main basis state) i.e.
quantum system interaction to the measurement set
, we an say that the measurement process is not a
reversible process.

In follow we show the single quantum
gates and binary quantum gates.

Single quantum gates
(A) The Quantum NOT (X) gate:

i.e. we define the following unitary matrix for that.

   Example:

...(27-28)

The model of physical gate not (X)
On the base of idea of atom state , qubits

with apply a gate (photon absorption or photon
emission with a energy equal to difference of ground
state or exited state)  the model of physical
gateNOT(X) is shown to the following form 6.

Fig. 2: Reperstatoin NOT(X) Gate

Gate Y is similar to NOT(X) and this shown
with the following matrix

 

(B) Z gate:          

Matrix according to that is to the following from:

 

Hadamard (H) gate:
A computation basic by gate hadmard

operator is to the following from:
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Correspondent matrix to that

Usually the symbol of gate hadmard is to
the following from:

-H-

Gate Z  and  H  don't have any classical
similarity

The model of physical gates  Z and H
The model of physical gates Z and H in

spin quantum states an be seen in Stern - Gerlach
experiments7,8.

Gate Z

Gate X

Fig.3: Stern - Gerlach experiment for Z,X Gate

The Controlled NOT (C-NOT) gate:

The models of gate operation C-NOT on or the
normal states

Copy operation by gate C-NOT on the
following orthonormal states is seen.

Gate operation C-NOT in other models
Also we have gate operation c- not on the

following qubits:

(C-NOT) gate is one of the most
importance quantum gate.

However this design and the primer plan
are shown on the basis of physical principles , but
the way of doing that is so difficult. In 1994 some
men like zoller and cirac from Innsbruck University
came in to view with a proposal model. They
considered a net which is keeping a number of
ions directly. This ions are cold by laser, and then
each of them selectively are provoke by faint light
of laser specially consequently this net will act
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As a quantum cooler with a quantum state
of each of ions that play the role of qubit. This light
radiations can be caused to ions vibrations will have
partnership by all existent ions in considered net,
and are able to transmission of quantum information
between ions distances and also is an instrument
for quantum logical gates. In the middle of 1995
scientists of the national institute of standards and
technology used from zoller and cirac idea for the
purpose of making the first quantum gate that was
started on two qubit9.

The Cloning theory 10
Coping for the or thonormal ground states

is possible not for any ideal quantum state

Cloning theory is not to this mean that never

can copy the qubits like   but if

exist the orthonormal state for that , this state can be
copy by Cloning  theory. For example

 

CONCLUSION

By using from theory and quantum
mechanics principles we expressed the qubits that
achieved from quantum states and from
phenomenas of quantum mechanics by Bloch
sphere or to the matrix from, so we can found the
main structure of quantum computers and
computation of quantum computers are founded on
the base of physical process and quantum
principles .qubit that are the smallest part of system
(memory unit ) in quantum computers are like bit in
classic call computers and we showed the models
by physical phenomenas and quantum mechanics
principles . so instructor of quantum computers, it
can be said that the quantum gate are the converter
of qubits that the same unitary operator are
described according to quantum mechanics laws .
in regard to this the quantum gates are always
reversible and time evolution in quantum gates are
visible . In this article we can find the express of
Cloning theory and the main differences between
classical computer and quantum computers.
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